Lightstone LIVE helps you manage costs with new user roles

User role customisation is even easier with our latest mobile App release. As a
manager or Super User you can now set roles for all the users in your company
to perform different actions - from only scanning a vehicle to scanning and
generating reports on vehicles and people.
The roles available are:

Scan Vehicle Only - quickly capture accurate details on a vehicle and
it's FREE - that means no cost to your dealership!

Scan Vehicle and Person Only - useful to scan driver's licence card
before a test drive and link it to the vehicle the person is interested in

Scan and Verify Vehicle - full check and verification of vehicle

Scan and Verify Person - use before test drives and to check
affordability and risk score of person

Scan and Verify Vehicle and Person - full check and verification

All scans performed by your users will now be available under a new section called
Scan History. Users can view their own scans by default and if their permission is
set to “View All” they will be able to see all the scans performed within the
dealership.
When you verify a report from the scan history it will be moved to the search
history. If you want to see all users scans and reports - make sure you have the
“View all” permission set for your user account.
Users that are given a scan vehicle only role will not incur any costs and you can
choose which scans to verify.

Remember to download the latest release of the App from either your PlayStore or
Itunes Store to use the latest features. The App stores can take a few days to
release the upgraded version so watch out for your app update notification. The
website login has been automatically updated.
To enable custom roles speak to your dealerships Super User administrator or
contact your Lightstone Auto Business Consultant.
Regards
The Lightstone Auto LIVE Team
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Need to know the financed account
number? The start and end date of
the finance? The financing Bank?
Lightstone LIVE now offers financed
information for all major banks.

And guess what it's all FREE!!!

Are you missing out? Not a LIVE user yet? Sign Up here!
Accurate, real-time data, affordable month to month package deals, and an
awesome award winning App to make your life easier.
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